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(1)Background 

The third Parliamentary elections (chamber of Deputies), after the 2003 adoption of the 

Rwandan constitution, were held from 16 to 18 September 2013. Civil Society Organizations 

that have been involved in the field of elections in the country since 2003 continued their civic 

responsibility as partners to the National Electoral Commission by observing the 2013 

parliamentary elections. 

The Civil Society Platform of Rwanda through its Civil Society Election Observation Mission 

(CSEOM), the Ligue des Droits de la personne dans la région des Grands Lacs (LDGL), 

Association de la Jeunesse pour la Promotion des Droits de l’Homme et le Développement 

(AJPRODHO) and Action pour le Développement du Peuple (ADEPE) and PAX PRESS played a big 

role in the election process. They provided observers to monitor the electoral process by 

participating in various electoral meetings and provided their views on efforts to improve the 

process.  

It is this regard that the Rwanda Civil Society Platform, with financial support from UNDP, has 

organized a stakeholder’s workshop to discuss the election outcomes and chart the way 

forward for future elections. 

Objectives 

The main objective of the stakeholder’s meeting is to draw more views from civil society 
networks on how to improve future electoral processes in Rwanda. The stakeholder’s meeting 
specific objective: 

I. Present electoral findings and analysis the main aspects of the 2013 parliamentary 
elections in Rwanda.  

II. Provide a forum for stakeholders to interface with policy makers and chart the way 
forward for future elections. 
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(2) Venue: The Stakeholder’s workshop was held at Chez Lando Hotel in Kigali, Rwanda. 

(3) Date:  The one day workshop was held on April 23, 2014. 

(4) Participants: The workshop was attended by stakeholders from the Government institutions, 

Civil Society Organizations, and the Media. 

(5) Opening: 

On 23rd April 2014, at Chez Lando Hotel in Kigali, the stakeholder’s workshop commenced with 

opening speeches from the Chairperson for RCSP-Mr. MUNYAMARIZA Edward, and the Guest of 

Honor was the President of the National Electoral Commission (NEC). 

The Chairperson for Rwanda Civil Society Platform welcomed and thanked participants for 

responding positively to the invitation. He also thanked the president of the National Electoral 

Commission for honoring the workshop and hoped that his presence would help to empower 

the discussion in the spirit of promoting joint efforts to improve on future electoral process in 

Rwanda. He commended all stakeholders who participated in the election observation mission 

and cautioning them against biased reporting regardless of any inappropriate influence. He 

thanked the UNDP for supporting the workshop to review the electoral outcomes and chart the 

way forward. 

 

The Chairperson RCSP is shown delivering his opening address at the workshop. 
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The President of the National Electoral Commission and Guest of Honor reiterated the 

importance of unbiased reporting totally independent of external influence. He said that NEC 

recognizes collective efforts and particularly the role of Civil Society in election observation and 

hoped for the workshop to come out with helpful recommendations that would improve on 

future electoral process. 

(6) Topics 

The one day workshop was characterized by presentations and discussions by stakeholder 

participants on election observations by Civil Society networks in Rwanda in the spirit of 

learning from the past to improve on the future electoral process. 

 Presentation of Findings by Mr. Rwibasira Eugene-, the chief observer representing 

the Civil Society Election Observation Mission. 

Stakeholder participants were introduced to the report with the following key 

recommendations: 

 The electoral law no 37/2013 of 16
th

 June 2013 to be amended to allow a transparent 

counting and consolidation of votes  

 Law regulating the conduct of civil servants during election period to be in place for 

future electoral processes  

 The quota system for women elections in indirect elections should be revisited as women 

were able to secure majority seats through direct voting.  

 The 5% threshold of total votes for independent candidates to win a seat should be 

revised to allow for equity and competitive participation.  

 NEC officials and volunteers at polling station and polling room level should be 

sufficiently trained on all electoral procedures including the rights of observers and 

citizens.  

 

 Presentation by Ligue des Droits de la personne dans la région des Grands Lacs (LDGL) 

representative. 

Participants were introduced to the report findings that presented the following 

recommendations: 

The National Electoral Commission to: 

 Design a uniform voters’ list with identical specifications for greater transparency; 

 Provide adequate training of the polling personnel with a particular emphasis on the 

counting process to ensure uniform application of procedures by the polling 

personnel across polling stations as well as to ensure that all the ballots are 

accounted for by the polling staff; 
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 Improve on civic and voter education through collaboration with civil society 

organization to ensure maximum participation of the masses; 

 Reconsider the selective process of accreditation of observers and journalists in 

future elections. In the spirit of the freedom of expression and association 

guaranteed in the constitution, the Commission should extend accreditation to 

individual NGOs and NGO coalitions alike. This should also apply to journalists who 

should be accredited either as free-lancers or journalists employed by a media 

house; 

 Provide clear guidelines on the procedures for tallying, aggregation and for 

transmission of results from the polling centre levels through the districts and 

provinces up to the national level. The procedures for vote tabulation at the district 

and provincial levels should also be clearly stipulated in the NEC guidelines. This 

will improve the transparency of the process and make it easier for observers and 

candidate agents to follow these crucial aspects of the process; 

 In the course of the electoral cycle and in view of the 2017 elections, the NEC and all 

electoral stakeholders are encouraged to engage in a review of the electoral process 

based on lessons learnt from the current elections and in view of strengthening the 

Rwandan democracy. 

 
Political parties to: 

  Improve the training of party agents to enable them understand their role in the 

process. 

  Advocate for the review of the nomination registration process for independent 

candidates which is currently a longwinded process;  

 Advocate for a review of the law on party funding to include a provision of a 

minimal funding to all parties on an equal basis and another portion of the state 

funding based on the 5% threshold. 

 
Civil Society: 

 Strengthen their members’ technical capacity in citizen election observation for 

greater and impactful participation of civil society in governance processes; 

 Undertake civic education to sensitize the electorate on the electoral system. 

 Undertake voter education to sensitize more voters on the voting procedures. 

 

 Presentation by the PAX PRESS coordinator on Election media coverage findings 

 

Participants were introduced to the report findings that presented the following 

recommendations: 
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 Intensification education on voter electronic registration and transfer for students of 

age to participate in the election process. 

 Sensitize citizens to participate in the launch, conduct and closure of election events 

 Family heads should be sensitized to allow their domestic workers to exercise their right 

to vote. 

 

(7)  Key challenges 

 

1. Some public civil servants were found to be involved in partisan political campaigns at 

polling centers even when the campaign period has ended. 

2. Delay of publishing the electoral law and some officials coordinating election process 

also delayed to reach polling centers. 

3. Election observers for most political parties were either absent or obscure with no clear 

identity at polling centers and rooms. 

4. Some Civil Society observers were denied access to polling rooms despite having 

accreditation cards. 

5. Low participation of Voters to witness the launching, counting and consolidation of 

votes.  

6. The five percent threshold for total votes of independent candidates to win a seat 

appeared to be too high for the candidates. 

7. Registration of independent candidates appeared too lengthy to attract potential 
contestants. 

8. Registered failure of some students unable to vote for not having transferred their 
voter’s card to a new location using internet and SMS. 

9. The blind relegated their rights to others to vote for them as there was no system 
favoring them 

 
(8) Strengths: 

 Polling on the day of direct elections unfolded in an atmosphere of calm and sound 

organisation, demonstrating the National Electoral Commission’s impressive 

organisational capacities  

 Since the Genocide of 1994, the 2013 Parliamentary elections witnessed the entry of 4 

independent candidates and a new political party in the contest for parliamentary seats. 

 The women electoral college grew from 3,000 to slightly more than 132,000  
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 Polling locations were decentralized to village (umudugudu) level and the resulting 

increase in the number of polling stations and rooms since the 2003 elections enhanced 

voters’ access. 

 

(9) Recommendations: 

Basing on the views of stakeholder participants and in light of some bottlenecks in some instances, the 

Following Recommendations were made to stakeholders and policy makers; 

1. NEC to review and publish the Electoral law in time stakeholders to interpret and follow 

in the implementation process. 

2. NEC to develop and put in place a Law regulating the conduct of civil servants during 

election for a better future electoral process 

3. NEC and Civil Society Stakeholders to sufficiently train its officials and volunteers at 

polling centers and rooms on all electoral procedures including the rights of observers 

and citizens 

4. NEC to improve on student’s participation by educating them on new innovation of 

using internet and SMS to register, crosscheck and transfer of voter’s card to a new 

location. 

5. NEC to carry out a census of the blind and develop innovative ways to facilitate their 

participation in the electoral process 

6. The Rwanda Parliament to revise the 5% threshold of total votes for independent 

candidates to win a seat to improve on equity and competitive participation 

7. The Rwandan Parliament to consider reviewing article no.94 to review and mitigate on 

additional requirements for registration of independent candidates that appear too 

lengthy to attract potential contestants. 

8. Donors to honor their commitment and release their funds in time for Civil Society 

observers to start preparations early enough. 

9. Political parties and groups to provide Accreditation cards to their Election Observers at 

polling stations for clear identification and official recognition. 

(10) Next Steps: 

A. The stakeholders agreed to have NEC, RCSP/CSEOM, LDGL and PAX PRESS meeting on 

regular basis to follow up on implementation of the recommendations 

B. The follow up committee is to agree on the Plan of Action on a date to be determined by RCSP. 

 

(11) Conclusion: 

The chairperson of Rwanda Civil Society Platform-, Mr. Munyamariza Edward thanked 

participants for the fruitful deliberations and hoped that all stakeholders including LDGL, PAX 

PRESS shall work hand in hand with RCSP/CSEOM and NEC to chart the way forward in 

implementing the recommendations. 
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Photo above shows the President of NEC delivering his concluding Remarks. 

 

The President of the National Electoral Commission commended Rwanda Civil Society Platform 

for organizing the workshop and promised to cooperate with all stakeholders in addressing the 

recommendations to improve future electoral process. ‘I will do whatever is in my power and 

call upon you where necessary to support our common endeavor to have successful elections’ 

he said. The President of NEC also emphasized the need for stakeholders to remain impartial in 

their reporting and always provide constructive ideas to build their nation 
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